CREATIVE VOICES OF WOMEN
Empowering women in communities through art: A four-day training course in
community arts for a group of 25 women from 10 countries and 4 continents in
Pécs, Hungary. The course offered the women tools in visual arts and community
theatre, and taught them to work with their own voices and bodies. Unforced
artistic methods helped the women explore their individual needs and life
experiences, transform them, using creative techniques, and share them with the
others to strengthen their voice in the community. The women also experienced
the group dynamics and became aware of the needs of the community. Finally,
they reshaped their experiences into public events using other creative tools such as
performance, flash mob, music, banners, or installation. (Video spot available on
www.zenskaprava.cz)
Krisztina Katona, Eszter László (Murál Morál, Hungary) in collaboration with
NESEHNUTÍ (Czech Republic): To revive our inner resources and potential,
connect with other people and influence each other, we need creativity. This is
related both to the question of ‘what’ and to the question of ‘why’. The whole
process is not only about the manifestation of our creative energies and skills, but
also about the way how the creative process changes our way of thinking, develops
our ability to find solutions, helps us to overcome our past problems, pain and
habits and to open to new possibilities, solutions, ideas and resources the society
has to offer. Collective creation makes the boundaries break down, and moreover,
our individuality strengthens what we have in common – creative work.
Training in community arts can be provided to various communities or groups in
collaboration with Colour Space Association of Pécs, Hungary (Murál Morál).
Contact person: Krisztina Katona, muralkrisz@gmail.com
www.muralmoral.hu

NESEHNUTÍ (Independent Social Ecological Movement)

The aim of our environmental and human rights activities is to show
that social change based on respect for people, animals and nature is
possible and has to start from the bottom. That is why we support
committed people who are interested in what is happening around
them and who see the responsibility for life on our planet as an
integral part of their freedom.
SUPPORT US
Our activities depend on the financial support of people like you.
Donate any amount to our bank account 2600013234/2010, and
become the change you want to see in this world.
Thank you.
Join us
If you like our activities and want to get involved become a volunteer
and work with NESEHNUTÍ.
NESEHNUTÍ (Independent Social Ecological Movement)
freedom – responsibility – engagement
phone: +420 543 245 342
brno@nesehnuti.cz
www.nesehnuti.cz
www.zenskaprava.cz
www.spolecnekrozmanitosti.cz
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Creative Voices of Women; final happening
in the public space of Pécs, Hungary, using
techniques such as performance or flash mob,
photo by Zsófi Tóth

MIGRATION AND STORYTELLING
EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE
The current public debate on migration in the Czech Republic is accompanied by
the fear of the unknown. Despite the experiences with admitting people affected
by war or other difficulties and the fact that migration is a natural part of human
history, the current debate is permeated with panic, misinterpretation, stereotypes,
ignorance of relevant facts, and in many cases, unwillingness to overcome the
boundaries of our knowledge of those who are coming or have already lived in our
neighbourhoods for years.
NESEHNUTÍ (Independent Social Ecological Movement) has been long involved
in creating the space where people could share their experiences, meet each other,
and build a community based on tolerance. We create a space where real voices and
life stories of people who have experienced migration can be heard. Our aim is to
share the real stories that help us see beyond the stereotyped images in the public
space.
We are inspired by the people we meet – and creativity is our tool. Help us build
communities and get inspired by examples of activities or public events you can
organize in your area.

CREATIVE APPROACHES

WOMEN
WITHOUT
BORDERS

Exhibition of comics in Kraków, photo by Jan Bazyli Klakla

Exhibition of comics inspired by real life stories of women who have
experienced migration: Artistic adaptation of real life stories of four women from
Tunisia, Syria, Chechnya, and the Czech Republic. The comic stories reveal some
of the aspects of the lives of women who don’t give up and who are, despite the
borders – both in the real world and in the minds of people – still looking for
a better future for themselves and/or their children. The exhibition combines the
literary genre of comics, emotions, and real life stories to help us reflect on the
current events. The comic stories can be used in workshops for students to open
a discussion or for practical tasks related to the analysis of the current and historical
political and social events.
NESEHNUTÍ (Czech Republic) in collaboration with Toy Box (Czech
Republic): “In recent years, there has been an increase in xenophobia. We need to
resist racism and xenophobia in everyday life, and we shouldn’t keep silent,” says
Toy Box. She fights prejudice by telling the stories of those who have experienced
migration through art – in the WOMEN WITHOUT BORDERS exhibition,
through comics.
You can book the exhibition at distribuce@nesehnuti.cz.
The Czech and English online and printed versions of the comics are available at
www.zenskaprava.cz

COMMUNITY FOR NEWCOMERS
MIGRATION THROUGH ART
WOMEN AND MIGRATION

Comic stories by Toy Box

HAPPENING / PUBLIC DISCUSSION

BUDDIES

SUMMER SUBURBAN CAMP

Using the stories of women who have experienced migration: The installation of
silhouettes and life stories of women in public space allowed the passers-by to walk
in the footsteps of the women, and learn more about their experiences: How do
they feel? What could we wish or say to them? People could also join the women
in creating a street painting. In the common space, the women expressed what
empowers them in life. The happening included a debate where they shared their
life stories with the public. The public debate was accompanied by the WOMEN
WITHOUT BORDERS exhibition. The aim was to learn about the life stories of
various people who experienced migration across the categories used by the state
integration policy (a refugee, an expat, an economic migrant, etc.).

Building a friendly community for newcomers: Imagine you live in a foreign
country where everything is new. You don’t understand the language, culture,
and people’s behaviour. A buddy is a friend of newcomers, a person willing to
help, learn a new language and find new companions. The programme is based
on comfortable and friendly relationships evoking positive emotions in both the
buddies and the newcomers. Their relationships develop gradually and may take
different forms, depending on the people involved: someone can become a best
friend; someone is just a guide.

Every summer, we organize a suburban camp for newcomers and Czech children.
They spend a few days playing games, taking part in outdoor activities, learning,
and getting to know each other. The camp environment has been chosen because
it is easily accessible even from the city centre and the children can be outside for
all day. The programme is suitable for children from 5 to 12 years old – and it
includes art, theatre, sports, and educational activities. Children also do some craft
work and build their relationship to the nature and the city where they live.

How can you get involved?
Become a buddy. Buddies can have different roles. For example, they can teach
Czech as a foreign language to adults or children, assist with choosing leisure
activities for children, help with the orientation in the city, show their favourite
places, and introduce the newcomers to their friends to help them expand their
social networks.

How can you get involved?
Organize a camp in your area. There is no need to go far to the countryside.
Children can explore many interesting places even in towns or you can take
them to the nearest forest. Scout clubrooms or clubhouses can serve as perfect
background facilities. All you need is enthusiasm, creativity for organizing
activities, and a good mind to spend a few days with children. Or send your
children to our camp – it takes place once a year during the summer holidays.

Lucie Čechovská, Kristýna Pešáková (NESEHNUTÍ, Czech Republic) in
collaboration with Halina Grzymała-Moszczyńska, Paulina Szydłowska
(Jagiellonian University in Kraków, Poland), Krisztina Katona (Murál Morál,
Hungary), Alena Krempaská (Human Rights Institute, Slovakia): Thanks to
public events using artistic methods, people can interact in a creative and unforced
way and overcome mutual barriers and boundaries. The storytelling allows them to
find the common ground – emotions and situations people experience in different
cultures. This increases their ability to see a human being beyond the impersonal
category of migrant.
How can you get involved?
Organize the WOMEN WITHOUT BORDERS comics exhibition in cooperation
with a school, local café or local organization, and invite someone who has
experienced migration and is willing to share their life story.
For more information, contact Lucie Čechovská, lucie.cechovska@nesehnuti.cz.

Women without Borders happening; people
read the stories of women presented on the
ground, photo by Eva Bartáková

A public discussion with women who have
experienced migration and the preview of the
WOMEN WITHOUT BORDERS exhibition
inspired by real life stories; Kraków Poland,
photo by Jan Bazyli Klakla

LISTENING
TO LIFE
STORIES

Listening to each other, photo by Eva Bartáková

of relatives, friends, and neighbours who have experienced migration: Despite
the current media coverage, migration does not involve only people who come to
Europe from African and Arab countries. Migration is part of human history and
of the life stories of our ancestors, families, relatives, and friends.
How can you get involved?
Write down the life story of the members of your family or community who have
experienced migration – either for political, economic, or social reasons. Interviews
with the people we know and their life stories can help us understand the complex
situations newcomers find themselves in. This way, we make a step towards the
understanding of what happens when people encounter the other. Moreover, such
records help us build the family history and keep the history of everyday life that
enables us to understand the complex political, social and historical context.
Lucie Čechovská, Kristýna Pešáková (NESEHNUTÍ, Czech Republic) in
collaboration with Halina Grzymała-Moszczyńska, Paulina Szydłowska
(Jagiellonian University in Kraków, Poland), Krisztina Katona (Murál Morál,
Hungary), Alena Krempaská (Human Rights Institute, Slovakia): Storytelling
is a very important and powerful tool used by the media to portray migrants and
by presenters of alternative stories that cannot be heard in public space for various
power (political) reasons. Storytelling based on a methodology sensitive to the
voice of the narrator allows us to gather materials which can be used to share more
narratives about newcomers.

Tatiana Dumbrava (NESEHNUTÍ, Czech Republic): We support creating
social ties that had been severed in the newcomers’ country of origin for various
reasons. Those who came to the Czech Republic used to have a home and a social
status, so it is important to help them restore their social status, self-esteem and
self-perception in this country. Natural bonds seem to be what newcomers miss
the most, what can prevent many problems in the future, and what the state and
integration mechanisms cannot provide. However, we do not want to present the
buddy programme as a ‘chance to work with newcomers’ since it is a cross-cultural
exchange and the buddies can learn something as well.
For more information on how to become a buddy, please contact Tatiana
Dumbrava, tatiana.dumbrava@nesehnuti.cz.

For more information on how to work with storytelling, use it in the classroom
and engage learners, please contact Lucie Čechovská, lucie.cechovska@nesehnuti.cz.
Building a community, photo by Tatiana
Dumbrava, Mariana Zbořilová

Tatiana Dumbrava, Mariana Zbořilová (NESEHNUTÍ, Czech Republic):
The camp is a place where children from different cultural backgrounds can meet.
Together, they can play games, develop their creativity, and get to know each other.
Joint activities also help children from different cultural backgrounds build mutual
tolerance and respect.
For more information about the camp, please contact Mariana Zbořilová,
mariana.zborilova@nesehnuti.cz.

